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eJournal Backfiles
Learn from the past to inform the future
Emerald eJournal Backfiles provides direct access to over a hundred years
of ground-breaking historical research from many of the longest-established
journals in their fields. A lifetime investment for your institution, this takes previously
hidden research and makes it accessible alongside current eJournal content, significantly
enhancing your library’s offering and serving users both now and in the future.

Collection options
A simple and flexible approach to building your eJournal holdings. Individual libraries and consortia can tailor their resources
by selecting the eJournal Backfiles package that best serves the needs of the institution.

Management eJournal Backfiles Portfolio
As an established leader in management research, this
Portfolio of over 70,000 articles from 170 journals provides
complete coverage within this field.

eJournal

Backfiles
Premier

Engineering, Computing & Technology
eJournal Backfiles Portfolio
Developed through strong support of our subject
communities, this highly topical portfolio includes over
41,000 articles from 55 journals.

100 years of
research
online

eJournal Backfiles Subject Collections
Effectively manage budgets and build a bespoke eJournal
library by choosing from 13 individual collections.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting, Finance & Economics
Business, Management & Strategy
Public Policy & Environmental Management
Tourism & Hospitality Management
Marketing
HR, Learning & Organization Studies
Property Management & Built Environment
Operations, Logistics & Quality
Information & Knowledge Management
Library Studies
Health & Social Care
Education
Engineering

One single
payment provides
perpetual access
to content
Guaranteed access to all
Emerald eJournal content
published prior to 2006.

260
journals

125,000+
articles

1898
earliest content

Your regional Emerald representative
Discuss which collection options would work best for your institution with your regional
representative. Contact details are available at emeraldpublishing.com/offices
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Uncover the foundations of current research
Discover how the thinking of leading figures has evolved over 100 years, and put present-day theory into context.
Here is a sample of Backfiles content that has influenced future research in a particular field:

1971

2003

Organisational Change: “Top-Down” or
“Bottom-Up” Management?
The phrase “selling the change” is commonly used to
describe a process in which management attempts
either to convince those affected that they are likely
to gain as a result, or promises them that they will be
compensated for any loss of job, pay, or status.
By Professor Tom Lupton,
Personnel Review

Building Organisational Culture that Stimulates
Creativity and Innovation
Values, norms and beliefs that play a role in creativity
and innovation can either support or inhibit creativity
and innovation depending on how they influence
individual and group behaviour.
By E.C. Martins, F. Terblanche,
European Journal of Innovation Management

1898

2005

Women in American and British Libraries
We have often mentally discussed the reason why
so many of the libraries of the United States are in
the hands of women, and so few in Great Britain.
Tradition and habit are of course responsible to a
great degree in the latter case.
By Miss Hannah P. James,
The Library World

Looking at Electronic Resources Librarians: Is there
Gender Equity within this Emerging Specialty?
Reviews the history of gender inequity in libraries,
outlines salary issues in libraries, and attempts to define
what an electronic resources librarian is, with systems
librarians being used for comparison. Results appear to
indicate that males are not being favored over females
for employment in this library specialty.
By Barbara J. Bergman,
New Library World

1992

2005

World Wide Web: The Information Universe
The World-Wide Web (W3) initiative is a practical
project designed to bring a global information
universe into existence using available technology.
This article describes the aims, data model, and
protocols needed to implement the “web” and
compares them with various contemporary systems.
By Tim Berners-Lee et al,
Internet Research

Fathoming Porter’s five forces model in
the internet era
Answers and pitfalls of some of Porter’s arguments
regarding the internet and strategy are presented, after
re-evaluating Porter’s five forces model, the use of the
‘power of innovation’ is suggested as an additional
profit factor within industry.
By G.D. Karagiannopoulos, N. Georgopoulos and
K. Nikolopoulos,
info

Discoverable and accessible, all content is
preserved in digital format
	
Content is accessible anywhere and anytime,
on-campus or remotely

Fill content gaps by recovering out of print material
	
Each Backfile article has been transformed into a
fully searchable PDF

	
No restrictions with liberal DRM, no embargoes
and concurrent, institution wide access

	
Track the value of your resource with simple
usage reports

	
Create shelf space by removing the need for archive
print copies

	
Users can easily share research findings with peers,
further contributing to theories and debate

	
Remove the risk of damaged or missing print copies
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Supporting you throughout your research journey
emeraldinsight.com
No download restrictions
Search & browse
No embargoes
HTML & PDF
Mobile & desktop
Multi-user & institution-wide access

Accessible

Integrated

Supporting IP, OpenAthens and Shibboleth authentication
enabling streamlined access to content.

Hosted on an industry leading platform, aligned to other
publisher platforms supporting integration and usability.

Compliant with W3C AA guidelines making content
accessible for people with disabilities.

Integration with remote customer websites through
harvesting and remote search capabilities.

Customized

Discoverable

Institutional administration area provides single point
access to usage reports, KBART & MARC records,
subscription listings and co-branding options.

Citation management and reference linking features,
including compatibility with EndNote, Reference Manager,
RefWorks, ProCite, Zotero, Mendeley and BibTex.

User profile allows registrants to tailor research with
favourite searches, new content and citation
alerts, and bookmarking favourites.

Indexed in all major discovery services including Primo,
Summon and EBSCO Discovery Service.

About us
For over 50 years, research impact has sat at the heart of Emerald’s business. Our core ethos
is making a difference through research, and we are proud of our heritage supporting the
communication of research for policy and practice.

To join us in making a real impact visit emeraldrealimpact.com #realworldimpact

Contact us
T + 44 (0) 1274 777700 E emerald@emeraldgroup.com
Contact your local representative in: Australia, Brazil, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, South Africa, Taiwan, UAE,
and USA, please visit: www.emeraldpublishing.com/offices
Connect with us through social media
@emeraldglobal
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